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Abstract: 

Two-dimensional languages can be recognized by tiling systems. A tiling system becomes an effective 

device for recognition when a scanning strategy on pictures is fixed. We define a Tiling Automaton as a 

tiling system together with a scanning strategy and a suitable data structure. In this framework it is possible 

to define determinism, nondeterminism and unambiguity. The class of languages accepted by tiling 

automata coincides with REC family. Tiling automata are able to simulate on-line tessellation automata. 

Then  tiling automata are compared with the other known automata models for recognition of two-

dimensional languages.  
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  Introduction: 

The families of two- dimensional languages defined  on different approaches to recognize or generate 

pictures that were all generalizations from the one-dimensional languages theory. It turns out that 

equivalence theorems hold among these families and that such theorems are, in some sense, the analogous 

of fundamental equivalence theorems among the families of recognizable string languages. 

1.Tiling systems and automata 

 Tiling systems for picture languages were defined generalizing to the two dimensional case a 

characterization of finite automata for strings in terms of local sets and projections. In K. Inoue and I. 

Takanami proved that tiling systems can be viewed as machine devices. 

       More specifically, a tiling system can simulate an on-line tessellation automaton and vice versa. This 

is the contents of the following theorem. 

   

Theorem 1.1: 

   ℒ(2OTA) = ℒ(TS) 

  

 To make the proof of the theorem easier to read, we split the theorem in two lemmas corresponding 

to the two inclusions in the theorem. 

 

Lemma 1.1.:  

   If a language is recognized by two-dimensional on-line tessellation automata then it is 

recognized by finite tiling systems  

(  ℒ(20TA)  ⊆  ℒ(TS) ). 
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Proof: 

 Let L ⊆ Ʃ** be a language recognized by a two-dimensional on-line tessellation automaton A = (Ʃ, 

Q, I , F , 𝛿 ). We have to show that there exists a tiling system T that recognizes L. Let  T = (Ʃ, 𝛤, Ѳ, π) 

be a tiling system such that: 

-𝛤 = Ʃ ∪{#} × Q; 

- Ѳ = Ѳm∪  Ѳt ∪  Ѳb ∪  Ѳl ∪  Ѳr ∪  Ѳtl ∪  Ѳtr ∪  Ѳbl ∪  Ѳbr (where m,t,b,l,r stand for “middle”, “top”, 

“bottom”,”left”,”right”, respectively) with: 

 

 

 

 

 Ѳr  = {  
( a, s) (#, q0  )
(b, q) (#, q0  )

  | a, b ≠  0 # and q0  ∈  𝐼  } ; 
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 Ѳtl  = {  
(#, q0 ) (#, q0 )
(#, q0  ) (a, q )

  | a ≠  # , q0  ∈  𝐼 and q ∈  δ(s, q0, b)   } ; 

Ѳtr  = {  
(#, q0 ) (#, q0  )
(a, q) (#, q0  )

  | a ≠  # and q0  ∈  𝐼   } ; 

Ѳbl  = {  
(#, q0 ) (a, q )
(#, q0  ) (#, q0 )

  |  a ≠  # and q0  ∈  𝐼   } ; 

Ѳbr  = {  
(a, qf  ) (#, q0 )

(#, q0  ) (#, q0 )
  |  a ≠  # and q0  ∈  𝐼, qf  ∈  𝐹   } ; 

-π : ( Ʃ ∪{#} )× Q → Ʃ  such that π (a,q) = a, for all a ϵ Ʃ ∪{#}, q ϵ Q 

Lemma 1.2.: 

  If a language is recognizable by finite tiling systems then it is recognizable by two- 

dimensional on-line tessellation automata  

(ℒ(20TA)  ⊆  ℒ(TS) ). 

 

2. Tiling systems and regular expression : 

 Let  L ⊆ Ʃ**  be a language defined  by a finite tiling system. L can be defined as well  by domino 

system, i.e.,L  is a  projection of a hv-local language  K. We first , analyze the relations between hv-local  

Languages and languages  denoted by regular  expressions. 

 

Theorem 2.1.:   

 The  family of hv-local languages  is  included  in  the family  ℒ (CFRE). 

Proof: 

If K ⊆ 𝛤** is hv-local,then there exists a finite set ∆  of dominoes over 𝛤 ∪  {#}  such that 

K={ p ϵ 𝛤** | B1,2(p̂) ∪  B2,1(p̂) ⊆ ∆} 

Let ∆h denote the set of horizontal dominoes of ∆.  Denote Kh  by the hv-language obtained replacing ∆ 

with  ∆h.Now,one can associate to the language Kh a local string language Sh ⊆ 𝛤* defined the set of 

dominoes ∆h,considered as a subset of  (ГU{#})2.similarly,one can associate to the picture language Kv the 

local string language Sv ⊆ 𝛤*,defined by the set of dominoes ∆v considered as a subset of (ГU{#})2. It is 

esay to verify that a picture  p over Г  is in K If and only if each row of p is in Sh and each column of p is in 

Sv.This Corresponds to the following equality 

K=Sh⊕Sv 
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Since Sh is a local string language,it is also regular, i.e., there exists a regular  expression  αh denoting Sh. 

Let βh the regular expression obtained  replacing in αh the concatenation with operation ⦶  and  the * 

operation with the operation *⦶.then the language K corresponds  to the following complementation-free 

regular expression: 

                                    K=(βh )
*⊖⋂ (βv )

*⦶ . 

Using this result,one can obtain the following  Kleene-like characterization for family ℒ(TS). 

Theorem 2.2.: 

ℒ (TS)= ℒ (PCFRE). 

Proof: 

 We prove first  inclusion ℒ (TS) ⊆ ℒ (PCFRE). 

We recall that ,for any languages ℒ ⊆ Ʃ**  belonging to ℒ(TS),there exists an alphabet Г,a projection π : 

𝛤→ Ʃ and  a hv-local languages K  over Г such that L=π(K). Then, by theorem  K ϵ ℒ(CFRE)  there fore 

K ϵ ℒ(PCFRE). 

To prove the converse , 

 we first remark that the atomic languages belong  to ℒ(TS). More ever,since ℒ(TS)  is closed under 

all operation  in  R1 plus projection ,one concludes that ℒ(PCFRE) ⊆ ℒ(TS). 

 The previous theorem can be restated also  as follows : "Family ℒ(TS) coincides with the smallest 

family of languages that contains the atomic languages and is is closed under regular operations in R1 plus  

projection". In other words, a language in ℒ(TS) can be expressed  by a formula  containing  regular 

operation  and projection. 

 In the course of the proofs of previous theorems we also proved the following result which is of 

independent interest, since it allows to define tiling recognizable picture languages in terms of recognizable 

string languages . This characterization will be use full for further generalization. 

 

Theorem 2.3.: 

  A picture language L over an alphabet  Ʃ  is tiling recognizable if and only if there exist  two 

recognizable string languages  S1 and S2 over an alphabet 𝛤 and  a projection π : 𝛤→ Ʃ  such that 

L=π(S1⊕S2) 

 As a consequence of this theorem, a tiling recognizable language can be specified  by a triple (A1, 

A2,π) ,where A1 and A2 are two finite automata and π is projection.  

 

3. Comparing all families: 

  We  summarize in the following theorem the equivalence results. 

Theorem 3.1.: 

 Given two dimensional language L ,the following condition are equivalent. 

 (i) L is defined by a complementation -free regular expression  with projection (Lϵ ℒ(PCFRE)). 

 (ii) L is recognized by an on- line tesselation automaton (Lϵ ℒ(2OTA)) 
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 (iii)L is recognized by finite tiling system (Lϵ ℒ(TS)). 

 

 For the sequel ,the family of two dimensional languages defined in the thorem above will be denoted 

by REC and the elements of REC will be simply referred as recognizable two dimensional languages. 

 Remark that theorem indicates  the "robustness" of this notation of "finite -state " recognizability for 

two - dimensionl languages . In fact,it can be defined in term of machine models ,regular expressions,logic 

formulaes, and tiling systems. 

  we summarize the inclusion relationships between the familes of two dimensional language. And defined 

in terms of different formal modelsfor  recognised  or generating   languages  

 As far as machine  models are concerned , we showed  that ℒ(4DFA)  is properly included in 

ℒ(4NFA) and  that ℒ(2DOTA ) is properly included  in ℒ(2OTA).more  ever, ℒ(2DOTA )is properly 

included  in  ℒ(2OTA)where as the family ℒ(2DOTA) is incomparable with ℒ(4DFA)  and  ℒ(4NFA). 

In the connection with tiling systems  it has been proved in  that the family of locally testable languages LT 

is properly included in ℒ(4DFA) and we showed that the family of locally threshold testable  languages 

LTT  coincides with family ℒ(FO)  of first order formulas definable  languages. 

Regarding grammer models ,we proved that ℒ(2RLG)  is properly  included in ℒ(DFA). More ever  

ℒ(2RLG) is not comparable with  LOC and  LT . indeed it easy to give examples of in ℒ(2RLG) that are not 

in LOC . On other hand, the fact that the family ℒ(2RLG)is closed under projection  and that is properly 

concluded in REC,implies that LOC Cannot be included in ℒ(2RLG). We do not know whether there is a 

some inclusion  relation  between  ℒ(2RLG) and ℒ(2DOTA). 

 Some interesting open problem in the theory arises for two dimensional languages  defined by 

regular expressions. The following inclusions trivially hold . 

ℒ (SFRE) ⊆ ℒ (RE) 

ℒ (CFRE) ⊆ ℒ (RE) 

It is easy to verify that the first inclusion  is strict .we are not able to prove that also the second  inclusion  is 

strict. A related  open problem  is whether ℒ(SFRE)  is included in ℒ(CFRE) .These  inclusion  holds  and it 

is strict in the one dimensional case. we showed  ℒ(CFRE) Is included in REC and such inclusion is strict . 

The open problem  concerning regular expressions is whether ℒ(RE)  is included in REC. We know that  

REC is not closed under complementation: on other hand do not have any example of languages in ℒ (RE) 

and not in REC. 

 Relation between larger families  of regular expressions and recognizable picture languages are 

studied. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

  We define picture languages by means of regular expressions.The regular operations are introduced for set 

of pictures: row and column concatenations, row and column kleene closures and boolean operations. A 

regular expression is then a formula expressing how a specific picture language can be obtained from some 
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elementary languages by regular operations. Different families of languages can be defined, depending on 

the choice of operations allowed to be used in the expression. 

Automata , we introduce recognizability of pictures in terms of automata and two dimensional online 

tessellation automata and family of picture languages recognized by these models of automata have been 

discussed. 

Grammars different systems to generate pictures using grammars have been explored. Tiling system, 

recognizability of a set of pictures in terms of tiling systems is introduced.  

Equivalence theorem, we have shown that some of the different approaches are indeed equivalent and give 

rise to the same notion of finite-state recognizability for picture languages.  
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